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G
raphene is a two-dimensional carbon-
based material with amazing intrinsic
properties including ultrahigh car-

rier mobility (>100000 cm2 V�1 s�1),1 ther-
mal conductivity (5 � 103 W m�1 K�1),2

mechanical strength (42 N/m),3 and chemi-
cal resistance.4While these intrinsic proper-
ties have inspired many graphene applica-
tions,5�11 graphene's actual performance is
often limited by its extrinsic interactions
with nearby surfaces.12�14 One of the most
critical interfaces is that between graphene
and a metal. These interactions are not
only important for high-frequency RF elec-
tronics;many other applications such as
spintronic devices,15 ultrathin catalysts,16

growth templates,17 etc. all rely ongraphene�
metal interactions. Furthermore, as people
look toward modifying and engineering
graphene's properties,18�21 previous in situ

angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) revealed drastic changes in gra-
phene's linear band structurewhen epitaxial

graphene is synthesized directly on a single-
crystal transition-metal substrate such as
Ni, Ir, and Ru.22�27 Furthermore, changes in
graphene's work function by the deposition
of various metals (Au, Ni, Co, etc.)28,29 were
observed. However, there is still much un-
known about the structure and the impact
to carrier transport that these various metals
have on graphene.30

In this investigation, we utilize Raman
spectroscopy to identify a surface-induced
scattering term between graphene and a
transition metal;titanium. This new scat-
tering term drastically modifies graphene's
Raman spectra by quenching the double-
resonant (2D) process. This quenching is
believed to be caused by a surface-induced
chemicalmodification, shownbyX-ray photo-
emission spectroscopy (XPS), as well as a
strong epitaxial ordering between graphene
and titanium, shown through transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). This chemical
modification is entirely surface-dominated
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ABSTRACT Carbon-based materials such as graphene sheets and carbon nanotubes have

inspired a broad range of applications ranging from high-speed flexible electronics all the way to

ultrastrong membranes. However, many of these applications are limited by the complex

interactions between carbon-based materials and metals. In this work, we experimentally

investigate the structural interactions between graphene and transition metals such as palladium

(Pd) and titanium (Ti), which have been confirmed by density functional simulations. We find that

the adsorption of titanium on graphene is more energetically favorable than in the case of most

metals, and density functional theory shows that a surface induced p�d hybridization occurs

between atomic carbon and titanium orbitals. This strong affinity between the two materials

results in a short-range ordered crystalline deposition on top of graphene as well as chemical

modifications to graphene as seen by Raman and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). This

induced hybridization is interface-specific and has major consequences for contacting graphene�nanoelectronic devices as well as applications toward

metal-induced chemical functionalization of graphene.
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and completely reversible. For comparison, we also
investigated the interaction between graphene and
palladium using XPS and Raman. Furthermore, simula-
tions utilizing density functional theory (DFT) show
that the electronic hybridization between the titanium
p�d orbitals and the large binding energy between
graphene and titanium explain themicroscopic origins
of this chemical modification. These results not only
illuminate future routes for improving ohmic contact
technology for carbon nanoelectronics but also might
lead toward the chemical modification of graphene's
electronic structure as well. Finally, the crystalline Ti
template on top of graphene may also serve as an
epitaxial buffer for the integration of other materials
with graphene.31

RESULTS

Raman Spectroscopy. Probing the electronic proper-
ties of graphene in contact with metals by optical
techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, provides a
unique opportunity to selectively monitor the gra-
phene quality through a thin metal film.29 For Raman
spectroscopy, we utilize copper-grown CVD graphene
transferred onto thermally grown SiO2 followed by
a forming gas anneal to ensure a clean graphene
interface.32 Next, we deposit an optically thin layer
(25 Å) of different metals (Ti, Pd, Au, or Ni) onto
separate graphene samples (1 Å/s), using a shadow
mask to create a thickness profile. After deposition, the
samples are measured ex situ in a Raman microscope
with a 532 nm laser light source. Figure 1 shows the

resulting Raman spectra for the various graphene�
metal combinations (a) as well as the experimental
schematic of themeasurement (b). The data formost of
the metals (Au, Ni, and Pd) agrees well with previous
reports in the literature.28,29,33 However, what has not
been reported before is the drastic quenching of the
D and 2Dpeaks and the strongdown shift of theGpeak
to ∼1560�1570 cm�1 after titanium deposition.
Furthermore, while the 2D peak is completely absent
in our sample, other Raman features such as the silicon
substrate or G peak of the graphene are still observa-
ble, discounting electromagnetic shielding effects by
the metal films (Supporting Information, Figure S1).
Some previous reports have shown an increased D
peak due to titanium,34 but our spectra for titanium on
graphene show no experimentally identifiable D peak.
The data across various regions, and thus across var-
ious film thicknesses, shows a ratio of the 2D peak
position/G peak position of ∼2 (black line Figure 1c).
This indicates strained graphene.35 Unfortunately, for
the titanium sample, there is no 2D peak to be found;
thus, the random distribution of points along the y-axis
is the result of the noise in the peak value of the
background signal. The data along the x-axis shows a
clustering of the G peak position around 1570 cm�1,
which is much lower than other metals.

Assuming this effect originates between graphene
and metallic titanium, we ran further experiments to
rule out artificial effects caused by (1) (hydro)-carbon
residues from transfer, (2) oxidized titanium, and (3)
destruction of the intrinsic graphene lattice. To address

Figure 1. Raman spectroscopy of graphene underneath evaporated metal. (a) Raman spectra of graphene before and after
variousmetals (25 Å of Au, Ni, Ti, or Pd) are evaporated on top. (b) Schematic of the sample duringmeasurement. Raman laser
excitation is done at λ= 532 nm. (c) Plot of the fitted 2D peak position versus G position for the variousmetals deposited. Due
to the absent 2D peak in the titaniumdata, the 2D peak position is simply represented by the peak intensity position found in
the background noise of the spectra. The black solid line represents expected strain effect on 2D peak position versus G
position.
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possible carbon residues after transfer, we repeated
our Raman experiment utilizing other transfer tech-
niques such as mechanical exfoliation of highly
oriented pyrolytic graphene (HOPG) as well as direct
synthesis of quasi-free-standing monolayer graphene
on SiC (for detailed sample preparation procedures see
the Methods). All samples showed the same drastic
quenching of the 2D peak when titanium was depos-
ited (Figure S2, Supporting Information). In addition,
we also found that this effect could be purposely
inhibited by introducing carbon residues at the surface
(i.e., residues resulting from the exposure and devel-
opment of a photoresist36). After discounting any
effects due to carbon contamination, we next turned
our attention to any possible titanium�oxygen effects
at the interface. Since titanium naturally oxidizes upon
exposure to air, we examined the Raman spectra of 5 Å
of titanium (fully oxidized) on top of graphene and
also found no observed quenching of the 2D peak
(Figure S3a, Supporting Information). Consequently,
this Raman effect is not the product of oxidized
titanium at the graphene interface, supporting our
assumption that upon ex situ Raman and oxidation
of the titanium film the titanium in contact with the
graphene is still metallic. However, this doesmean that
the thickness of the actual metallic titanium (ex situ) is
perhaps less than the originally stated 25 Å due to a
surface of insulating titanium oxide. Finally, to ensure
that the graphene is still intact after deposition, we also
measured the Raman spectra after the removal of the
titanium by hydrofluoric acid (HF) in Figure 1a. The
resulting spectra clearly shows that the G and 2D line
shapes can be recovered after HF acid treatment, thus
suggesting the titanium is not covalently bound to the
graphene. There is, however, a small D peak present
after etching that could be due to damage through
either the delamination of the graphene from the
underlying SiO2 or possibly some direct etching of
graphene at defects or grain boundaries. In either case,
the graphene's lattice has not been completely de-
stroyed by the titanium deposition, indicating that the
surface interaction between the two materials inter-
feres with the double-resonant Raman process.

The intensity of the 2D peak gives important in-
formation about the charge carrier dynamics in gra-
phene. Assuming a Lorentzian line shape for the 2D
peak, the intensity is directly proportional to the charge
carrier lifetime (γ2D), which can be separated into two
components: (1) the intrinsic electron phonon lifetime
(γ(e‑ph)) and (2) the electron-defect lifetime (γ(defect))
shown in eq 1.

γ2D ¼ γ(e-ph) þ γ(defect) (1)

Previous studies37,38 investigated how γ(e‑ph) is
decreased by doping, similar to graphite-intercalation
compounds (GIC). Their explanations always rely on
a strong difference in the work function between

graphite/graphene and the intercalation material.
However, for titanium and graphene the work function
is almost the same. Consequently, these observations
cannot explain our results.39 A different study con-
ducted by Mauri et al40 ascribing lifetime broadening
effects (γ(defect)) to defects, such as charged impurity
scattering, on-site, and hopping defects, appear more
plausible between graphene and titanium. Utilizing a
model system of amorphous carbon, they found that
at low defect concentrations γ(e‑ph) dominates γ2D,
and moreover, the intensity of the D peak is linearly
dependent on the defect concentration. However, for
large defect densities (Nd > 1012 cm�2) the intensities
of the D and 2D peak eventually become inversely
proportional with respect to defect density. This ex-
plains in part the lack of both a clearly definedD and2D
peak in the Raman spectra of amorphous carbon.41�43

As this situation is very similar to our Raman experi-
ments between graphene and titanium, the nature of
potential lattice defects and disorder is less clear. We
have shown that no significant structural damage is
induced in the graphene by the HF-etching experi-
ment. Furthermore, the line shape of the observed
G peak is significantly broadened, consistent with
an increased scattering term similar to amorphous
carbon.44 This is different from other previous works
which have shown disruptions of the 2D peak of
graphene on Pt substrates; however, they see almost
nomodification of the G peak line shape. Therefore, we
propose that the metallic titanium deposited on top of
graphene induces an entirely surface-mediated scat-
tering term to the charge carriers within the graphene.

Atomic Force Microscopy. To verify the validity of this
model, additional experiments were performed to
clarify if this surface-induced scattering is either struc-
tural and/or chemical in nature. We use palladium
deposited on top of graphene as a point of comparison
for the titanium interaction. The structural nature of the
graphene/titanium interaction was investigated using
ex situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM). Parts a and b of
Figure 2 show the AFM scans taken over a 5 μm � 5
μm scan region. The mean average surface roughness
(Ra) of the titanium deposited onto graphene is almost
indistinguishable from that of intrinsic graphene (Ra ≈
0.18�0.25 nm). In contrast, palladium on graphene
shows amuch larger surface roughness (Ra∼ 0.63 nm),
indicating a strong clustering and a Volmer�Weber
growth mode (Figure S5, Supporting Information).
However, at titanium films thicker than 10 nm, large
hillocks begin to appear (>50 nm), as shown in
Figure 2c. The stresses of the Ti film cause a buckling
or delamination of the film from the substrate. This
delamination is attributed to the weak adhesion
energy between the transferred CVD graphene and
the SiO2 substrate (Supporting Information), but the
external stresses caused by the Ti may also explain the
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large downshift of the G-peak observed in Figure 1c.
The stress of thicker deposited Pd (∼50 nm), on the
other hand, was measured to be significantly lower
(<500 MPa).

Transmission Electron Microscopy. Utilizing selected area
electron diffraction (SAED), we also identify the crystal
orientation and structure between these metals and
graphene. For this investigation, first graphene films
were transferred and suspended onto TEM grids. Sec-
ond, 2.5 nmof Ti or Pdwas evaporated onto the already
suspended graphene. These samples were then trans-
ferred ex situ to a TEM. Details of transfer technique
are included in the Methods. The total sampling area
from SAED is approximately 100 nm. Figure 3a shows
the electron diffraction pattern for graphene (red) and
titanium (white). The diffuse diffraction arcs correspond
to a hexagonal closely packed (hcp) Ti lattice with
a lattice constant ratio aTi/aG = 1.19 (ideal = 1.199).
The titanium lattice shows a distinct epitaxial ordering
or alignment to the underlying graphene surface across
the entire TEM sample. High-resolution (HR)TEM
also shows a clear crystal structure to the titanium
(Supporting Information, Figure S4), further supporting
our assumption that the titanium at the graphene
interface still remains metallic, even after the ex situ

transfer to the TEM. Moreover, it shows a uniform
coverage of titanium on top of graphene (Figure S5,
Supporting Information). The palladium diffraction
pattern in Figure 3b, on the other hand, shows many
randomly oriented Pd clusters (4�5 nm in size) on the
graphene surface (Figure S5, Supporting Information).
By comparing the distance of the Pd diffraction rings it
is possible to determine the vertical crystal orientation
of the Pd clusters. Surprisingly, they are oriented in
the [011] orientation of the face-centered-cubic (fcc)
lattice. Moreover, it is possible to determine the lattice

constant ratio between the palladium and the gra-
phene to be aPd/aG = 1.61, which is slightly larger than
the ideal value of aPd/aG= 1.59. This lattice orientation is
unexpected asmost simulations predict a [111] orienta-
tion between many fcc lattices such as palladium and
the hexagonal surface of graphene.45 This same orien-
tation is also observed in our experiments for Au and
Ni (Supporting Information, Figure S6). Parts c and d
of Figure 3 show diagrams of the topography of the
depositedmetal films and theorientation relative to the
graphene crystal lattice. The epitaxial orientation of the
titanium suggests that the metal atoms are depositing
onto the surface as well-ordered crystals with an aver-
age rotational alignment of 30� relative to thegraphene
crystal structure, whereas the Pd appears to be depos-
ited in well-ordered clusters with a random orientation
with respect to the graphene surface. The distinct
epitaxy and stronger wettability between graphene
and titanium, as compared to Pd, suggests a stronger
interaction between the two.

X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy. Now the question
arises whether this epitaxy between titanium and
graphene leads to a chemical modification of the
underlying graphene? To clarify this aspect, we per-
formed in situ deposition of titanium or palladium, with
parallel acquisition of X-ray photoemission spectra
(XPS) on epitaxial quasi-free-standing monolayer gra-
phene (QFMLG) grown on SiC. This graphene substrate
was chosen to ensure an in situ clean graphene surface
by avoiding any transfer processes.46 Contaminations
from the ex situ transfer of the samples to the XPS
chamber were removed by annealing the sample at
300 �C in a chamber with a base pressure better than
1 � 10�10 Torr for 5 min (for more details, see the
Methods). The C 1s peak of the pristine sample is
plotted in Figure 4a. The XPS spectrum shows two

Figure 2. Investigating graphene wettability using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Images taken over a 5 μm � 5 μm scan
area: (a) 25 Å of titanium evaporated on top of graphene; (b) 25 Å of palladium evaporated on top of graphene; (c) film stress
(MPa) versus thickness of titanium. Inset: AFM of titanium at various thicknesses of titanium (25, 50, and 100 Å). Large hillocks
or blisters (>30 nm) are observed after 100 Å of deposited titanium.
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distinct carbon chemistries: (1) the sp2-bonded carbon
from the graphene (EB = 284.3 eV, fitted using a

Doniach�Sunjic line shape) and (2) the chemistry of
the SiC substrate (EB = 282.6 eV, fitted using a Voigt line

Figure 3. Selected area diffraction patterns using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). (a) Graphene/Ti (25 Å) showing a
measured lattice constant ratio between aTi/aG = 1.19. Red circles indicate graphene's first-order diffraction spots. The white
arrows indicate titanium's diffraction spots. The zone axis of the electron beam [0001] and crystal orientation (hcp) is labeled in
the lower right-hand corner. (b) Graphene/Pd (25 Å) showing a measured lattice constant ratio between aPd/aG is 1.61. Unlike
titanium where an epitaxial relation can be identified, the random orientation of the palladium domains results in diffraction
spots arranged in a series of rings,which are also labeledbywhite arrows.Diagramsof the electronbeamorientation relative to
the crystal orientation of the metal are included alongside (a) and (b). (c) Diagram of a schematic of the orientation between
titaniumdomains (domain shown schematically as a hexagon). A finite angular dispersion is included in the diagramdue to the
broadening of the diffraction spots in (a). The titanium domains are mainly oriented 30� relative to the graphene with a finite
angular dispersion of ( <5�. while Figure (d) shows the formation of small nanodomains of randomly distributed Pd rotated
around the [011] zone axis (domain shown schematically as a rectangle). Note domain sizes are not drawn to scale.

Figure 4. In situ synchrotron X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) spectra for the C 1s core level taken at a photon energy
of 600 eV: (a) pristine quasi-freestanding graphene (QFMLG) on SiC(0001) (bottom), the carbon chemistry is divided into two
peaks (1) sp2-bonded carbondue to graphene (red) and the carbonbonded to silicon (light blue) from the substrate and in situ
XPS of 2 ML of Ti evaporated on QFMLG. The carbon bonded in graphene undergoes a chemical modification shown by the
arrowwhich is labeled in green (G-Ti). A small Ti�C peak at∼282 eV also appears in purple, while the substrate intensity does
not change. (b) Pristine graphene shown in bottom and on top in situ XPS of 1.2 ML Pd evaporated on QFMLG.
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shape). As reported by Riedl et al.46 and Speck et al.47

no interface layer contribution is observed in the C 1s
core level confirming we have only a monolayer of
graphene. After the deposition of twomonolayers (ML)
of titanium (details of the deposition are explained in
the Methods), we find that the C 1s peak undergoes a
chemical modification. The graphene peak is now split
into two contributions; 54% of the graphene peak
is now shifted to a binding energy (EB) of 285.2 eV.
Furthermore, this new contributions is substantially
broadened (fwhm ∼0.8 eV). Moreover, we observe a
very small amount of TiC (EB = 282.2 eV) during the
evaporation. This TiC component increases with eva-
porated titanium thickness, whereas the modified gra-
phene component is attenuated with the same rate as
the graphene and silicon carbide contributions during
evaporation. Therefore, in contrast to other reports
in the literature such as that of Gong et al.,48 we can
attribute the TiC to contamination of titanium from
residual gas during and after the evaporation. Further-
more, the oxygen content within the film is also quite
low as compared to a completely oxidized titanium film
on graphene (Methods and Supporting Information,
Figure S7b). After oxidation of the titanium film, the
XPS spectrum of the C 1s almost returns to its pristine
shape (Supporting Information, Figure S7a) suggesting
a decoupling of the titanium from the graphene, which
is consistent with our Raman experiments. Repeating
the same experiment utilizing Pd, shown in Figure 4c,
the sp2 content of the graphene is completely pre-
served after the deposition of 1.2 ML Pd. Given the
large density of carbon that has been modified by the
titanium, this is well within a regime where the pertur-
bation to the electronic lattice can suppress both the
formation of a D and 2D peak in the Raman spectra of
graphene.

DISCUSSION

Density Functional Theory. To investigate the origin of
this surface induced chemical modification, we utilize

density functional theory (DFT) simulationswith Perdew�
Burke�Ernzerhof (PBE) semilocal exchange and corre-
lation49 to compare the interaction between Pd and Ti
(see the DFT simulation details). The supercell arrange-
ments for Ti/graphene and Pd/graphene are shown
in Figure 5a�c. For Pd/graphene, two orientations are
considered, Pd(111) (Figure 5b) andPd (110) (Figure 5c),
in order to compare the observed Pd structures in TEM
with previous simulations results.39,45 The adsorption
energies (Eads) for each of the structures in Figure 5 are
calculated using the expression

Eads ¼ Egraphþmetal � Egraph � Emetal (2)

Here, Egraphþmetal is the total energy for the
graphene�metal complex, Egraph is the total energy
of graphene, and Emetal is the total energy of the metal
slab. These energies correspond to the optimized
lattice parameters of minimal stress for each of the
structures. As shown in Table 1, the adsorption energy
between Ti(0001) and the graphene lattice is negative,
while Eads for Pd(111) on graphene is near zero.
Furthermore, we can see that the Pd(110) case is
0.02 eV per C atom lower in energy than the (111) case,
consistent with our TEM observations. The observed
trends in the adsorption energies and graphene-metal
distance (h) are in agreement with previous DFT calcu-
lations performed using the local-density approxima-
tion (LDA) exchange correlation functional as well as
our AFMand TEMmeasurements.39,45 Since the adsorp-
tion energy of Ti on graphene is negative for the (0001)
configuration, it is energetically favorable for Ti atoms
to completely wet the surface of graphene in a uniform
fashion, consistent with experimental results.50 For Pd,
the adsorption energies in both orientations are near
zero, suggesting a very weak driving force for forming
an ordered system. However, the energy resolution of
our calculationsmay not be high enough to confidently
predict the nature of Pd on the surface. The side profile
of Pd(110) on graphene in Figure 5c shows that the
graphene sheet exhibits an out of plane curvature.

Figure 5. Density functional theory simulation of optimized equilibrium geometries. Top-down and side views of (a) 6-layer
Ti(0001) on graphene, (b) 6-layer Pd(111), and (c) 5-layer Pd(110) on graphene. The primitive cell is highlighted in yellow. The
equilibrium separation between themetals andgraphene is represented by h. The dimensions of the unit cell are represented
by a and b. For Ti(0001) and Pd(111), a = b, unlike the rectangular unit cell of Pd(110).
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While simulations for computationally tractability as-
sumed a periodic supercell, the level of strain is suffi-
ciently large enough that this configuration is unlikely
to exist over many unit cells of graphene; possibly
related to our observations from TEM that many small
Pd clusters are observed (higher order corrections
and van der Waals corrections included in Figure S8,
Supporting Information). Figure 5 andTable 1 also show
that the equilibrium distance between titanium and
graphene is much closer than that of Pd and graphene,
consistent with our model that the close proximity of
the titanium atomswith graphenemight be perturbing
the electrons in the system.

The chemical modification to the electronic struc-
ture of graphene is shown in the calculated change in
the projected density of states (ΔPDOS) (Figure 6).
Here, we consider only themetal atoms in the first layer
and the graphene sheet in the calculation of ΔPDOS.
We observe in the chemical bonding a small increase in
the p character from the graphene and a large decrease
in the d character from themetal near the Fermi energy
(between �1 and þ1 eV) for 6L�Ti(0001). Therefore,
the change in the valence p-orbital characteristics of
graphene is consistent with our observed chemical
modification to the inner core electrons as seen by
XPS (Figure 4b). For the relevant case as seen by SAED
(5L�Pd(110)), the ΔPDOS is much less significant than
compared to both the 6L�Pd(111) and 6L�Ti(0001).
While there is somemixing of states at the Fermi energy
level for 5L�-Pd(110), we have assumed an ideal coat-
ing of Pd(110) on top of graphene, which is unlikely
from our HR-TEM and AFM due to the poor wettability.
Therefore, while Pd and G may have some p�d

hybridization, any experimental quantity which would
probe large areas (Raman, XPS, etc.) may be mitigated
due to the small effective contact area between the
evaporated Pd and graphene.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our modified Raman spectra of tita-
nium on graphene is caused by a surface-induced
scattering term resulting from both the small equilibri-
umdistance between the twoaswell as a chemical p�d
hybridization between the carbon and the titanium.
This has important implications in the field of metal�
graphene nanoelectronics. Currently, as all standard
FET devices shrink in accordance with Moore's law,
parasitic resistances due to contact resistances are
actually much larger limiting factors than the intrinsic
material itself.51 Unlike contacting a 2D electron gas,
the entire channel material is self-contained within the
graphene itself. By observing both the structural nature
of Ti and Pd on top of graphene as well as the chemical
modification to graphene by thesemetals, one cangain
more insight into improving graphene�metal contacts.
The surface-induced scattering term, deduced from the
2D Raman peak, suggests that an electron scatters
faster with the titanium-induced perturbation than
with an optical phonon. This can drastically limit the
charge carrier velocity underneath the contacts. On the
other hand, other metals such as Pdmay have a limited
effective contact area due to the weak interaction to
the graphene. However, besides ohmic contacts to gra-
phene, this surface-induced hybridization of graphene
with d-orbitals also opens up a new route of chemically
modifyinggraphene.Where traditionalwork has shown

TABLE 1. Calculated Adsorption Energies (Eads), Height aboveGraphene Surface (h), and%Strain onMetal andGraphene

for 6L�Ti(0001), 6L�Pd(111), and 5L�Pd(110) on Graphene (alat, blat)

Eads (eV/C atom) h (Å) % strain alat (graphene) % strain alat (metal) % strain blat (graphene) % strain blat (metal)

6L�Ti(0001) �0.258 2.08 2.00 �0.55
6L�Pd(111) 0.014 4.04 �1.05 1.20
5L�Pd(110) �0.003 2.50 �0.24 2.31 0.62 �3.88

Figure 6. Difference between the projected density of states (PDOS) of interacting and isolated configurations indicating the
contributions of individual p and d atomic orbitals near the Fermi level for (a) 6-layer Ti(0001), (b) 6-layer Pd(111), and 5-layer
Pd(110) on graphene. Atomic orbital contributions from the metal are computed only for the metal layer adjacent to
graphene.
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that metals can dope graphene, the strong adsorption
energy between titanium and graphene could open
new routes for chemically modifying graphene follow-
ing work from organotitanium chemistries.52 In the
scope of previous studies on the chlorination and
fluorination of graphene,53,54 our work suggests that

p�d hybridization from metal adsorbents could also
serve as a valid possibility. In addition, by combining
lithography techniques, this new metal-functionaliza-
tion of graphene and the crystallinity of the titanium
surface structuremay even serve as a patterned growth
template for the preparation of future nanomaterials.55

METHODS
Material Growth and Transfer and Preparation. Graphene Growth

Procedure. Graphene was synthesized by low-pressure chemi-
cal vapor deposition using a copper foil (25 μm, Alfa Aesar) as a
catalytic metal substrate. Before graphene growth, the copper
foil was annealed at 1000 �C for 30 min under a 10 sccm
hydrogen atmosphere (∼330 mTorr) to increase the grain size
and to ensure the growth of a smooth surface, followed by
synthesizing graphene under 15 and 50 sccm of methane and
hydrogen atmosphere for 40 min (∼1.5 Torr) while maintaining
the same temperature. During the cooling of the chamber,
10 sccm of hydrogen was flowed until room temperature was
reached.

Transfer. Poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) (4.5% in anisole)
was spun on the graphene on copper foil with 2500 rpm for 1min,
followed by etching with copper etchant (CE-100, Transene). The
film of PMMA/G was washed by DI water to remove the residual
copper etchant. To remove the residual iron particles which came
from the copper etchant (FeCl3), the film was floated on 10% HCl
for 20 min, followed by neutralization with deionized water. After
thePMMA/G filmwas transferredontoeither SiO2/Si oraQuantifoil
TEM grid (2.5 μm hole, Tel Pella), PMMA was removed by acetone
vapor and thermal annealing at 450 �C for 2 h under an H2/Ar
atmosphere. In addition to thermally annealed samples, reference
samples for TEM were also transferred without PMMA utilizing
direct transfer of CVD graphene onto lacey carbon TEM grids.56

Comparisons between these two techniques are included in the
Supporting Information (Figure S9).

Metal Deposition and Sample Preparation. Pd, Ni, and Au were
deposited by electron beam evaporator (Temescal) at a base
pressure <10�6 Torr room temperature. For titanium, the over-
night pumping and predeposition of Ti lowered the base
pressure to ∼10�8 before the actual deposition on the sample.
Deposition rates for all materials were kept at 1 Å/s. Shadow
masking was done on all samples to provide an intrinsic
reference.

Characterization. Raman line scanswere performed in a home-
built Raman system with a X�Y motorized microscope stage
taken with a Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm at a power of ∼1�2 mW
using a 100� objectivewith a beam spot size of∼1μm.Datawas
then processed with automated Lorentzian fitting in MATLAB.
Selected area diffraction patterns were then taken using a JEOL
2010 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV. The surface
morphology of the graphene and metal was examined by
atomic force microscopy (Dimension 3100, Veeco). Stress mea-
surements were then made using a KLA Tencor FLX 2320
on titanium deposited on top of standard silicon prime wafers.
High-resolution TEM pictures of titanium on graphene are
included in the Supporting Information (Figure S6).

Titanium Etching. Titanium was etched using a diluted HF
(100:1) for 5 s.

XPS Characterization and QF-SiC Sample Preparation. Quasi-free-
standing graphene on silicon carbide was grown by intercalat-
ing the buffer layer on a 6H�SiC(0001) surface with ultrapure
molecular hydrogen using the same process in the same
experimental setup previously published by Speck et al.47

The buffer layer, which is a graphene layer covalently bound
to the SiC surface, was grown by annealing the sample under
argon atmosphere in an inductively heated oven at 1400 �C.57
The buffer layer was checked to be free of graphene by using
XPS, which ensures that after intercalation the sample is free
of bilayer regions (Figure S10, Supporting Information). After
transfer to a ultrahigh vacuum chamber used for photoelectron

spectroscopy, the samples were annealed at 300 �C for 5 min to
remove possible contaminations from the graphene surface.
Titanium and palladium deposition were performed inside
the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber using electron-beam
evaporation from a rod at a deposition rate of 0.1 Å/min for
Ti and 0.85 Å/min for Pd. The pressure during evaporation
was kept below 2 � 10�10 Torr. Oxidation of the titanium was
achieved by exposing the sample to 600 L of oxygen at a
pressure of 2 � 10�6 Torr and subsequent annealing at 400 �C
for 5 min. In situ photoelectron spectroscopy was then carried
out in the same UHV chamber using the synchrotron radiation
at BESSY II, Berlin, Germany. Using the high flux undulator
beamline UE56/2-PGM1 at 600 eV photon energy, the XPS
spectra were continuously recorded during the metal evapora-
tion. Before and after evaporation, high-resolution scans of the
carbon 1s, silicon 2p, and the metal photoelectron core levels
were taken. The core level spectra were then fitted using
nonlinear least-squares line shape analysis after subtraction of
a Shirley background. For the graphene contribution to the C 1s
core level a Doniach�Sunjic line shape is used, while all other
contributions were fitted using a Voigt line shape. The core
level spectra taken directly before evaporation are in excellent
agreement with spectra shown by Riedl et al.46 and Speck
et al.47for quasi-freestanding monolayer graphene and the
survey spectrum shows no contamination of the graphene
surface with oxygen, while the C 1s core level also shows no
contamination with hydrocarbons. Apart from the Si 2p, the Si
2s, and the C 1s core levels, no additional contamination-related
core levels were observed.

DFT Simulation. We use density functional theory implemen-
ted within the Quantum-ESPRESSO ab initio software package.58

Electron exchange and correlation effects are described using
the generalized-gradient corrected Perdew�Burke�Ernzerhof
(PBE) approximation.49 Ion cores are treated using ultrasoft
(Vanderbilt) pseudopotentials.59 Periodic boundary conditions
were used in all three dimensions using a hexagonal unit
cell, which contains eight carbon atoms and 18 metal atoms.
Fermi�Dirac smearing was used with a smearing width of
0.086 eV. A fixed lattice constant (clat) of 30 Å was used in the
z-direction to create a vacuum layer to prevent periodic images
from interacting with each other. We construct a supercell
arrangement of Ti atoms on graphene shown in Figure 5a that
is consistent with the orientation from the TEM experiments.
Sixmetal atom layers are used, corresponding to a∼1.2 nm thick
slab ofmetal on graphene. A similar arrangement of Pd atoms, in
Figure 5b, is also considered which corresponds to the Pd(111)
surface with cubic symmetry ABCABC stacking as opposed to
hexagonal symmetry ABABAB stacking for Ti(0001). In addition,
we also constructed a Pd(110) orientation surface shown in
Figure 5c, which consists of five layers to match our TEM data.
The electronic wave function is expanded in a plane wave
basis set with an energy cutoff of 60 Ry and a charge density
cutoff of 500 Ry. Brillouin zone sampling was done using a
Monkhorst�Pack mesh60 of 8 � 8 � 1. Total energies for the
adsorption energy were calculated for optimized lattice param-
eters for graphene, the metal slab, and the graphene�metal
complex. All cell optimizations were performed using a force
convergence threshold of 3 � 10�4 Ry/a0. Initial geometries for
cell optimizations began with metallic layers∼2 Å or less above
graphene and relaxed to the final optimized height. A supercell
of Pd[110] on graphene was created by recognizing that a 3� 2
supercell created from an orthorhombic unit cell for Pd[110] had
very similar lattice matching to a 2� 3 supercell created from an
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orthorhombic unit cell of graphene. This Pd�graphene complex
consists of five layers, containing 24 carbon atoms and 30 Pd
atoms, and was optimized such that no stress acted on the cell.
DFT calculations for this system were performed using GGA/
PBE, Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential, 60 Ryd planewave
cutoff, 500 Ryd charge density cutoff, Fermi�Dirac smearing
with a smearingwidth of 0.086 eV, and aMonkhorst�Packmesh
of 4 � 4 � 1.

Larger scale structure search calculations assuming metal
clusters could shed light on this possibility in the future. These
results may also be influenced by the use of the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA)/PBE exchange correlation
functional. van der Waals functional (vdW-DF) studies and
RPA-based studies of metal adsorption on graphene have been
performed that suggest the GGA/PBE approach under binds
physisorbed metals by up to several tens of meV.61�63 There-
fore, the relative energies of the Pd(111) and Pd(110) surface
binding may be sensitive to the choice of exchange and
correlation approach. We also performed LDA and included
van der Waals corrections (DFT-D) for dispersion interactions
(shown in Table S1, Supporting Information) and still found that
Ti is still predicted to bind more favorably to graphene than
Pd(111). Even inclusion of van der Waals corrections or using
LDA for 6L�Pd(111) still shows little p�d hybridization (see the
Supporting Information).
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